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‘Gut touch?’ Mayo Clinic researchers discover
important trigger for serotonin release
By Advancing the Science contributor

Researchers at Mayo Clinic have discovered an important mechanical trigger in the gut for releasing serotonin in the body.
Serotonin is an important hormone and neurotransmitter in the human body, believed to help regulate digestion, appetite,
mood, social behavior, sleep and other important functions. The researchers’ findings were published this week in the
Proceedings of the National Academies of Science.
“In the gut, a special epithelial cell, called enterochromaffin, produces nearly all of the serotonin in our body,” explains
Arthur Beyder, M.D., Ph.D. (https://www.mayo.edu/research/faculty/beyder-arthur-m-d-ph-d/bio-00095699?
_ga=2.179488292.1289192411.1531752061-919216531.1505312618), a gastroenterologist and biomedical engineer at
Mayo Clinic. Dr. Beyder says a 60-year-old landmark study (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1358765/)
showed that mechanical forces in the gut, such as those present during digestion, serve as a trigger for serotonin release.
However, the exact mechanism for how that release took place was unclear. “Because serotonin released by the
enterochromaffin cells has many important functions in the body, we wanted to better understand how these cells work.”
In their research, Dr. Beyder and his colleagues discovered that a mechanosensor, called Piezo2, was specific to
enterochromaffin cells. A mechanosensor is a molecule that responds to changes in mechanical force and leads to a
physiologic response. “We found that a mechanosensitive ion channel called Piezo2 is in an important mechanosensor
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necessary for mechanical release of serotonin from the enterochromaffin cell,” says Dr. Beyder.
“We know that serotonin produced by the enterochromaffin cell is important for many local functions in the gut and the
body and that serotonin signaling is disrupted in many human diseases, so we want to understand how the
enterochromaffin cell works, and how it may be broken in human diseases,” says Dr. Beyder. “This knowledge could one
day lead to completely novel approaches to diagnose and treat human diseases.”
For example, “serotonin release is disrupted in irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), so many drugs effective in IBS treatment
target serotonin receptors. Unfortunately, since serotonin receptors are widespread in the human body, these drugs
frequently cause significant side effects,” says Dr. Beyder, “so targeting serotonin release more precisely may lead to new
treatments for IBS.”
Dr. Beyder and his colleagues were amazed to find that enterochromaffin cells have a specific mechanical trigger that is
not present in the cells around them. They were also surprised to find how effective the blockade or elimination of this
trigger is for serotonin release and for gut fluid secretion.
“Interestingly, the same mechanosensors used by enterochromaffin cells are also used by touch sensors in the skin, which
like enterochromaffin cells, rely on serotonin for signaling,” says Dr. Beyder. “This makes us wonder whether there is such
a thing as ‘gut touch’ and if so, what functions would ‘gut touch’ have?”
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Posted by Piet79 @piet79 (https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/member/piet79/), Thu, Aug 23,
2018 9:06pm
Fascinating. Have known IBS patients who hurt a lot when they walk or drive.
(https://advan
cingthescienc
e.mayo.edu/
member/piet7
9/)

Posted by Alum @gmetzger (https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/member/gmetzger/), Sat, Aug
25, 2018 8:10pm
What might this mean to patients who have had gastric bypass surgery?
(https://advan
cingthescienc
e.mayo.edu/
member/gmet
zger/)

Posted by Patsy @071951 (https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/member/071951/), Sat, Aug 25,
2018 10:14pm
I suffer from uncontrollable IBS. This sounds interesting to follow
(https://advan
cingthescienc
e.mayo.edu/
member/0719
51/)

Posted by Mary7 @mary7 (https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/member/mary7/), Sun, Aug 26,
2018 7:39am
I wonder what the implications are, for people with neurological disorders. Such as OCD. I noticed my
son when suffering from severe anxiety, will end up with IBS.
(https://advan
cingthescienc
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e.mayo.edu/
member/mary
7/)

Posted by Piet79 @piet79 (https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/member/piet79/), Mon, Aug 27,
2018 10:46am
In reply to @071951 "I suffer from uncontrollable IBS. This sounds interesting to follow"
(https://advan
cingthescienc
e.mayo.edu/
member/piet7
9/)

+ (show)

@71951 Do you have severe pain with mechanical movement of the gut – e.g. with Peristalsis, walking,
bending at the waist, or going over bumps when you drive a car?

Posted by Piet79 @piet79 (https://advancingthescience.mayo.edu/member/piet79/), Mon, Aug 27,
2018 10:50am
In reply to @piet79 "Fascinating. Have known IBS patients who hurt a lot when they walk..."

+

(show)
(https://advan
cingthescienc
e.mayo.edu/
member/piet7
9/)

I can understand that eating makes us happy (possibly through this serotonin pathway?). But how is this
pathway related to increased pain (which would be opposite of happiness)? We have SSRI and SNRI's
prescribed in IBS and other functional GI disorders. So maybe there is a different pathway from this
piezo molecule that induces pain?
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